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C H A P T E R  1 9

Configuration Management

By James Turnbull

In this chapter, we’re going to look at two facets of configuration management:

bootstrapping
to as kickstarting -

preseeding.

Tip You can use provisioning for both server hosts and desktop hosts. Not only is it a quick way of build-

ing (or rebuilding) server hosts, but it can also be a quick way to automatically install desktops for your users. 

. 

-

-
ration changes.

effort in
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Provisioning
-

hosts.

 1. 

 2. 

. 

.

Note You can read more about PXE at 

.

-

Note We’re using network-based provisioning to create our hosts rather than any of the alternatives, 

such as CD or DVD. This is because we believe network-based provisioning is the simplest, easiest, and 

most efficient way to automatically build hosts.

-
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Provisioning with Red Hat Cobbler

 (
 (

Kickstart

Cobbler

 
installation options.

Installing Cobbler

packages:

 package, which 

Note We talk about DHCP in Chapter 9 and Apache in Chapter 11.

-

 RPM.

 install the  package.
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Configuring Cobbler

through each of these issues.
 file

file, 

Note You need to run the  command anytime you change the 

 file. Common errors include leaving trailing spaces after options in the  file. Make sure 

you delete any extra spaces from the file.

Cobbler Managing Your DHCP

option in the  file:
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Listing 19-1. The  File
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configuration options. The  option is set to 

 option in the 
 file

The  option is set to 

Caution If you have an existing DHCP server, this template will overwrite its configuration by overwrit-

ing the  configuration file. Only do this if you are sure you know what you are doing, and 

make a copy of your existing  file before running the command.
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Cobbler Not Managing Your DHCP

Listing 19-2. Existing  Configuration File

 option
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The 

 option, set to 

Tip After configuring your DHCP server, you will need to restart the Cobbler server for the new configura-

tion to be applied.

Starting Cobbler and Apache

Configuring TFTP

 file

Note You don’t need to start the service because it runs under the  service that is already running. 

If you run the  command, you can see the  services at the end of the listing, and 

you can also see that the  service is enabled.

 rules 
such as the following:
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 information on firewall

Using Cobbler

 with the  option. The  option specifies 

Tip You will need sufficient disk space on your host to copy whatever distributions you want to keep. For 

example, for the RHEL 5 build, you will need about 3GB of space.

-

The last two options in our import, , are the name of the profile we want 

 
option

Listing 19-3. A Cobbler Report
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Note You may see more than one distribution and profile created from importing a distribution. For example, 

importing RHEL 5 will add the vanilla RHEL 5 distribution and the Xen (which is a type of virtualization we 

discuss in Chapter 20) version of RHEL 5.

. 

note of the  option . 

in this chapter.

.

 profile to use the Kickstart file 
.

 
.

 profile to 
 profile

Note You can see the other options you can edit on your profile by looking at the  command’s 

 page.

Building a Host with Cobbler

-
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Figure 19-1. Network boot

menu

Figure 19-2. The Cobbler menu

menu, 

Note If you don’t have an operating system installed on this host, this boot process will obviously fail.
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continue or select options.

.

Note You can usually see your MAC address during the network boot process, or you can often find it 

printed on a label on your network card.

The new host uses the  profile . If a host 

 options.

 
option.

:

Note You can read about additional Cobbler capabilities on the  command’s  page.

Cobbler Web Interface

. 
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Troubleshooting Cobbler

-
 or .

 log files  file -
.

at -

 on

Provisioning with Ubuntu

Note Ubuntu can automate the installation process using a tool called Preseed. Ubuntu, however, also 

supports Kickstart. We’re going to show you how to use a combination of Kickstart and Preseed to automate 

your installation in the next section.

COBBLER ON UBUNTU

Cobbler is also supported on Ubuntu; however, there are currently no packages built for Ubuntu. If you want 

to use Cobbler for Ubuntu, you can build it from source using the instructions at 

 or create a package using the instructions in Chapter 7.

Installing Packages

-

 package
 package -

 install the  package.
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Note We show how to configure DHCP in Chapter 9.

Configuring the DHCP Server

 configuration 
file

Listing 19-4. Ubuntu Example DHCP Server Configuration
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 for 

.
The  option

The  option

Tip After changing your DHCP configuration, you will need to restart the DHCP service.

Configure the TFTP Server

 the  package -

 file:

 option . Notice the 
 line that specifies the  options. The 

 option  option

 package  restart the 
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Installing the Boot Files

the -
 on 

 for the 

 the .

Note The  command is a more sophisticated version of the FTP file transfer command. To see how it 

works, refer to its  page.

Configuring the PXE Boot Loader

-
.

. The  
 file  file 

-

The 
-
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. This is the 

 option  to 
 option -

form. The .
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Tip You can find documentation on the boot options at 

. 

 options
 option, if set to 

Figure 19-3. The Ubuntu boot prompt

If the  option is set to 

 
.

 rather 
than the  file.
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Configuring Apache for Provisioning

 

 
 option

 again at 
.

-

Note We talk about how to configure and run Apache in Chapter 11.

Firewall Configuration

 rules: 

Specifying the Kickstart File

To finish this

 in the .
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Note If you mounted a DVD directory (as described previously), storing the  file in the 

 directory won’t work, and you’ll need to locate the file elsewhere (e.g., by creating another directory 

and placing it there).

. The  option tells Kick-

 option

Note When you boot a host with this example file, the installation starts, but since you haven’t specified 

any answers to installation questions, you still need to answer each question. You’ll add to this file in the next 

section and answer the required questions.

To use our  configuration file

example, 

 option  option tells 

.

Network Booting an Ubuntu Host

 
file
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Figure 19-4. The Ubuntu boot screen

 process in the next section.

Troubleshooting Ubuntu Network Booting

 or  
.
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 configuration file

Note You can find more information about network booting at 

.

Kickstart and Preseed

Note Kickstart support for Ubuntu is growing regularly. The 8.10 and the Jaunty release (i.e., the future 

9.04 release) will enhance this support further.

-
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later in this section.

-

Listing 19-5. A Kickstart File

 option, which 

is 

, which tell Kickstart how to answer particular installation questions. The  

The option that follows, , tells Kickstart to install 
, which clears all partitions on the 

Tip You can use Kickstart to upgrade hosts as well as install them. If you have an existing host, you can 

network boot from a new version of your operating system and use a Kickstart file to script and upgrade.

useful.
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Table 19-1. Required Kickstart Directives

Directive Description

.

Tip If you are on Red Hat, you can see an example Kickstart file that was created when you installed your 

host in the  file. This will show you how your current host is built and can be used 

as an example to build similar hosts.

Installation Source

 the -

The 

 install from a local partition.

Keyboard, Language, and Time Zone

The next snippet we’re
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 our time zone as 
. 

Tip The keyboard, language, and time zone options are identical on Red Hat and Ubuntu.

Managing Users

 set the .

The 
 

option  
like so:

 option
 user.

Note The  option is not available on Red Hat hosts.

, with a full name of 
 option
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Firewall and Network

 option

using the  option.

like so:

 
option

 

-

-
 option. 

calls a snippet.
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Tip This snippet is a simple use of Cobbler’s snippet system. You can define a variety of other actions 

using snippets, and you can see a selection of these in the  directory, includ-

ing the  snippet we used in this section. You can see how to use these snippets in the 

 file, and you can find instructions on how to make use of templates and snippets at 

 and 

. 

Disks and Partitions

, 
 option to configure parti-

tions on the host like so:

Note On Red Hat, you can create a similar configuration just by specifying the  option. The 

 option automatically creates three partitions. The first partition is a 1GB or larger root ( ) partition, 

the second is a swap partition, and the third is an appropriate boot partition for the architecture. One or more 

of the default partition sizes can be redefined with the  directive. 

-
 partition 
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 option  option, here rang-
ing from  to  option  or root 
partition.

Caution On Ubuntu, Kickstart doesn’t support RAID, although Preseed does partially. In version 8.04 of 

Ubuntu Preseed, RAID support is largely experimental and we don’t recommend you provision and configure 

hosts with RAID configurations using it.

 option to fill the rest 
.

Kickstart file.

The 

The first part,  option 

Note If you don’t specify an  option, Preseed defaults to a value of .
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 con-

the s.

The 

the confirmation message using the .

, using the 
. 

The 
 for a separate  partition  

for separate , ,  partitions.

Tip Support for native Kickstart—not using the  directive—for LVM configuration will be available 

in Ubuntu release 9.04.

.

Note We discuss partitioning, software RAID, and LVM in Chapter 8.
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Package Management

section starting with 
install.

 package.

 package.

Note We discuss package groups in Chapter 7.

Installation Behavior

Both the 

 to skip 
them. The  option to 
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RED HAT INSTALLATION KEYS

Kickstart also supports specifying Red Hat installation keys in your build (as discussed in Chapter 2). To do so, 

add the following values to your Kickstart file.

You can then specify some Kickstart metadata using the Cobbler system command for each host like so:

You replace the key, 4ea373203ae2bd77, with your installation key for that host. If you don’t specify a 

key, Kickstart will use the  option to skip the application of an installation key.

The -
 to tell the host

Pre- and Postinstallation

. 

 
line. This is the  section from our  configuration file:

 setup applications or scripts. 

Kickstart Configurator

 
package
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Figure 19-5. The Kickstart Configurator interface

Complete Kickstart Configurations
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 user

 to auto-

well as the  package.
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-
 user using the . 

to  configure

Note Both of the complete Kickstart files presented in this section are available with the source code for 

this book, which you can find in the Source Code area of the Apress website ( ).

Configuration Management

-

Introducing Puppet
Puppet (  open source configuration management tool that 

hosts.
masters

puppets or nodes

-
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resources, 
collections. Resources consist of the following:

Listing 19-6. A Puppet Resource

. The  resource configures the attri-
 file

the -

Tip You can see a full list of the built-in resource types at 

. You can also develop your own types in the Ruby programming language.

to make the resource’s title (e.g., 

Note In a resource title, the name of the resource type is capitalized ( ), and the name of the resource 

is encapsulated in block brackets and double quotes ( ). 

. 
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the 

 later in this chapter.

Installing Puppet

 how to install each. 

Red Hat Installation

 RPM.

,  packages from 

The  package contains the client, the 
-

 the  packages.

Ubuntu Installation

, . The  package 
contains the Puppet client, the  

 the following:
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Note Installing the , , and  packages will also install some prerequisite 

packages.

Configuring Puppet

our manifests
. 

 that is the root of our configuration. 

Note Manifest files containing configuration have a suffix of .

 

The  
 will contain our 

classes. Classes

 file, as 

Listing 19-7. The  File

The  statement  
 statement
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Note You can find quoting rules for Puppet at 

.

 file:

Note We cover how to create s in Chapter 9.

 
configuration file

 section configures the Puppet client, 

 
section

Note Replace puppet.example.com with the fully qualified domain name of your host.

 option

. 

Setting Up Puppet File Serving

 configuration file

Listing 19-8. The  Configuration File
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 for the file share, which here 
 

 statement

Tip You can read more about file serving at 

.

Puppet Firewall Configuration

The Puppet master -

Starting Puppet Server

The Puppet master  script  script with 
the  like so:

 run it using the .

Note Output from the daemon can be seen in  on Red Hat hosts and 

 on Ubuntu hosts.

Connecting Our First Client

 

installation will also create a  with a  configuration file.

-
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Listing 19-9. Puppet Client Connection to the Puppet Master

-
 section of the  configuration file on the client. 

The  option
 option

output from the client.

Tip The  option provides further output that is useful for troubleshooting.

-

-

Note You can change the time the Puppet client will wait using the  option. You can 

specify a time in seconds or  to not wait for a certificate.

. 

Tip You can find a full list of the binaries that come with Puppet at 

. 
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The  option
certificate using the  option.

Note You can sign all waiting certificates with the  command.

entries:

 an error message.

Caution It is important that the time is accurate on your master and client. SSL connections rely on the 

clock on hosts being correct. If the clocks are incorrect, then your connection may fail with an error, indicat-

ing that your certificates are not trusted. You can use NTP, which we discuss in Chapter 9, to ensure your 

host’s clocks are accurate.

Creating Our First Configuration
Now our client

 in our -

Listing 19-10. Our Node Configuration
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The 

.

Note You can also specify a special node called . If no node definition exists, then the contents 

of this node are applied to the client.

so:

Note At this stage, you can’t specify nodes with wildcards (e.g., ). Puppet, however, does 

have an inheritance model in which you can have one node inherit values from another node. You can read 

about node inheritance at .

. The 

-
ing each class with commas.

 
in the 

Listing 19-11. The  Class
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VERSION CONTROL

As your configuration gets more complicated, you should consider adding it to a version control system such 

as Subversion. A version control system allows you to record and track changes to files, and is commonly 

used by software developers. For configuration management, version control allows you to track changes to 

your configuration. This is highly useful if you need to revert to a previously known state or make changes 

without impacting your running configuration. 

You can find information about how to use Subversion at  and 

some specific ideas about how to use it with Puppet at 

. 

. The contents of our class are 

 resource  resource. 
The package resource, , specifies that the package 

set the  to  package
 for the 

-

Note We’ve discovered that Puppet calls the various items it can configure types, for example, the 

 type. The code that interacts with a particular operating system (e.g., the code that interacts with 

the Yum package manager) is called a provider. Each type may have multiple providers. For example, the 

 type has providers for Yum, Aptitude, up2date, Ruby Gems, ports, portage, rug, and OSX DMG files, 

among many other package managers. The  providers allow Puppet to configure packages on a wide 

variety of Unix operating systems and Linux distributions.

-
,  allows 
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 part specifies that Puppet will use the Puppet 

Note Currently this is the only protocol available. In future versions of Puppet, the file server will support 

other protocols, such as HTTP or rsync. This support is expected in versions after 0.25.0.

The 
 file

The next portion of our 
 file

. This assumes the file 
 file  file on our 

host.

CREATING A PUPPET CONFIGURATION

The best way to convert your existing configuration to Puppet is to start small. Choose a function or applica-

tion, such as  or the SSH daemon, and convert its configuration management from manual to managed 

with Puppet. When these functions are stable, add additional components to your Puppet configuration. A 

good way to approach this task is to classify your hosts by their functions. For example, our gateway.exam-

ple.com host runs a number of services such as Apache, Postfix, and OpenVPN, so a logical first step would 

be to configure these services and then slowly add the additional functions also supported on this host.

Applying Our First Configuration

Listing 19-12. Applying Our First Configuration
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Tip Puppet logs to the  file on Red Hat and the  file on 

Ubuntu.

run.

Tip You can find a glossary of Puppet terminology at 

.

. The  is a spe-

 file

Tip Puppet can also back up the file to our master using the  type. See 

.

 file from the master.

Tip Puppet also has a testing mode called noop. In this mode, Puppet doesn’t update your configuration 

but merely tells you what it would have done. This is very useful for testing your configuration prior to apply-

ing it. You can run the Puppet client in noop mode by using the  option with the  command.
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 group, so Puppet changes nothing. Puppet will make changes 

 option in the 
 configuration file.

PUPPET BEST PRACTICES

Puppet configuration can get quite complex. One of Puppet’s users, Stanford University, has written a best 

practices guide that offers some advice about how to configure Puppet. The Puppet Best Practices guide is 

available at . Remember, 

this document contains only guidelines, and the information within may not completely suit your environment.

Specifying Configuration for Multiple Hosts

-
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-

 fact

MORE ABOUT FACTER

Facter supports adding facts via environment variables. Any environment variable on your client that is 

prefixed with  (e.g., ) will be available as the variable  in your Pup-

pet configuration. You can read more about this at 

. 

Facter is also highly extensible. With a small amount of Ruby code, you can add your own facts, for 

example, information customized to your environment. You can read about how to add these custom facts at 

. 

Listing 19-13. Using Facts 

 class  attri-
 resource.

 to the 
for the file in the , it will look in the 
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the following:

Listing 19-14. A Fact in a Case Statement

 fact
(e.g., 

Tip Puppet has two other types of conditionals: selectors and if/else clauses. You can read about these at 

. 

 is , then the  class is 
, then the  class

 or . In this case, the 
 class

like so:
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 or , then the 
is  or , then the 

Listing 19-15. A Selector

 resource  to 
-

selector  fact
the 

 script
. 

The 

 fact is , then the  resource will 
use the name 
the  is neither  nor .

 to

Note The Puppet language has a lot of useful features. You can find a full tutorial of the language at 

.

Relating Resources
Resources in Puppet relationships  resource 

Listing 19-16. Requiring Resources
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, which contains the  resource we cre-
 resource to manage the  

file  in the  
resource  in the  resource

metaparameters
The  metaparameter

before this resource, 
 resource

the  resource. This approach ensures that the appropriate configuration 

 resource.

 resource, 

Tip We’ve also added the  attribute to the  resource. When set to , this 

attribute ensures our service starts when the host boots (similar to using the  or  

command). 
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 resource. The 

case, if the 

thus restarting the

Tip Two other relationships you can construct are subscribe and before. You can see both of these at 

 and also read 

about other available metaparameters you may find useful.

Using Templates

Listing 19-17. Using Templates

 for the  attri-

. To use 

Listing 19-18.  Template
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 of our 
. The 

 fact, which 

 resource, 

 file.
-

. 
 configuration 

 

.

PUPPET AND PROVISIONING

You can also combine Puppet with your provisioning environment and boot servers. You can find instructions 

on how to combine Puppet with both Cobbler and Ubuntu Preseed at 

. 

Definitions

Definitions
-
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host.

Listing 19-19. Definition

-

Note The  variable is available in all resources and contains the title of the resource.

this case is -

in a resource.
 much like the following:
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Tip You also saw a definition being used in a recipe, 

, that we linked to earlier.

More Puppet

Modules

module
-

.

Functions

Puppet also has a collection of functions. Functions
, which we 

 function that 
 function that logs messages on 

 functions at 
. 

Reports

Puppet has the -

 custom reports at .
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External Nodes

external nodes
-

 

Environments

Environments 

 testing 

 

.

Documenting Your Configuration

.

SCALING PUPPET

The default Puppet master uses an internal web server called Webrick. Generally this web server supports only a 

small number of clients, usually 30 to 50. To scale Puppet beyond this number of clients, you need to make use 

of the alternative web server, Mongrel. You can read about Puppet scalability at 

 and 

.

Troubleshooting Puppet

Pulling Strings with Puppet
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at 
the following reference pages:

Configuration Reference: 

Type Reference: 

Report Reference: 

Function Reference: 

Language Tutorial: 

Getting Started guide: 

FAQ:  

.

Summary

-




